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Chess Visualization for the innocent Soulsnot faint hearted, willing to explore the
unknownYasser Seirawan in his introduction to "Endings" states that even the most determined
and enthusiastic players can be driven nearly to tears with the tedium of trying to study endings.
But that's nothing compared to how boring a book about visualization can be, like this one.If you
are new to my books, better look first for Fundamental Chess Patterns.If you already know some,
please click to look inside before buying this one. Because this book is really very boring, it is not
a leisure book to simply read, but it contains a series of exercises that must be done in the
sequence shown. NOT skipping pages.Now being serious, are you able to see blindfold the path
of a Knight located in b2 to check opponent's King in d4 without passing through the squares
where it could be captured by the King?And are you able to replay the game you just played
without looking at your scoresheet?A Candidate Master does that immediately, an expert can do
it slowly, most intermediate players have great difficulties, a novice does not see anything.This
book could help you to see more plies blindfold, if you can stand to do the exercises (all of
them). It's up to you to see if you can spare a buck (and eventually get a refund, no risk involved)
to give a try).Should visualization have no appeal to you, samples of more user friendly chess
handbooks can be seen here: scacchi.vecchilibri.eu/biblioteca/books.htm , copying this link to
your browser.Rodolfo Pardi, librarian, instructor and arbiter of Italian Chess Federation.P.S. As
usual, I apologize for the grammar errors you might find in this translation from Italian.Click to
look inside to verify that you will understand, and to preview the usual 10% made available by
Ebook Library.

About the AuthorVassilios Kotronias is an experienced grandmaster and ten-time Greek
Champion. A Sicilian expert, he is feared for his profound opening preparation.
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Chess Visualizationfor innocent soulsbyRodolfo PardiGatteriaMilano ITAfoot and light-hearted I
take to the open roadHealthy, free, the world before me.Not I not anyone else, can travel that
road for you,You must travel it for yourself.Walt WhitmanThis book is not for the faint of heart, it's
for the brave who are willing to explore the unknown territory of their mind!AuthorTitle: Chess
VisualizationAuthor text: Rodolfo PardiAuthor illustrations: Evelyne NicodPublisher: Gatteria
www.gatteria.it1st Italian edition : Oct 10, 20121st English edition : May 15, 2014. rev 1g
January 2021Copyright: text © Rodolfo Pardi 2012illustrations © Evelyne Nicod 2003All Rights
reserved. No part of the contents of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, electrostatic, magnetic tape, photocopying,
recording or otherwise, without prior permission of the publisher.Table of
contentsFrontispieceForewordPreliminary exercisesColor of squaresEvaluation testKnight
jumpsTrainingBlindfoldWith chessboardMemorizationConclusionAddendaSuggested
readingsSymbolsDefinitionsEndForewordWarning: this book is very boring, it is not a leisure
book to simply read, but it contains a series of exercises that must be done in the sequence
shown.Therefore, the sales are very low since the first Italian edition in October 2012. It also
contains some minor grammar errors of which I apologize.According to Ebook Library rules it's
not possible to give it for free, as suggested by many "how to" manuals when sales are low, but
you could risk your buck for sheer curiosity, and then get easy a refund.Are you able to see
blindfold the path of a Knight located in b2 to check opponent's King in d4 without passing
through the squares where it could be captured by the King?Are you able to replay the game you
just played without looking at your score sheet?A Candidate Master does that immediately, an
expert can do it slowly, most intermediate players have great difficulties, a novice does not see
anything.Knowledge and skill are not synonymous, even if the first is usually an assumption to
the second, but is not enough: if you still leave (or even put) a piece en prise, a 101st book
beside the 100 you already have will not be very useful.There's no limit to what's available to a
Chess student today, you can find more than 500 Gbytes of books, in PDF or even Chessbase
format, programs, hundreds of instruction movies, a jungle where the Chess student can go
astray.A large choice of chess books is available, each proposing some hundreds of sequences,
and when you have finished reading them, maybe you will recall three or four which struck your
imagination: and over the board you will recall that in a similar position there's a winning
sequence, but it does not come back to your mind. As when visiting an important Museum, at
the end of your visit your mind will be confused, and you will remember just a couple of
masterpieces.Some book proposes visualization exercises without a board, some book is very
easy, some is very difficult. In both cases probably you quit soon, for tedium and
boredom.Actually a correlation exists between vision and skill. The skilled player sees more and
better. I remember that in the first tournament, analyzing the game with a stronger opponent,
while I had problems in following the score sheet, he went on move after move without looking at



his score sheet. And I already had lost some time in writing the moves, and some time wrong, so
to make it difficult to replay the game. Does this look familiar to you?Instead of proposing
hundreds of quizzes, or of trying to have you reconstruct a position seen for a short time (I have
seen a lesson where the poor student was not able to do that, while the merciless teacher did
not proceed with the lesson), I will propose a progression starting from a few exercises on a real
board, using a Knight; then color of squares; then the squares threatened in the opening by
Knights and Bishops; some test moving a piece on an empty board; other tests where you are
asked how would you move after a short initial sequence; proceeding with more difficult tasks,
up to the limit of the ambitious target to play blindfold. For this latter I did not find a working
method, if you do please let me know.The question is in one page and the answer in the
following.This book is aimed to intermediate players up to class B, useful to experts only if the
initial easy chapters are skipped.In a book by Cancellieri, 1815, he quotes Girolamo Saccheri
who was able to play three games blindfold, winning, and then replay all the games, quoting that
this game cannot be well played without skill and memory.Two century ago this was a great
success, later somebody was able to play dozens of game blindfold.To do the following
exercises before a tournament, means to train like a pianist doing scales before a concert.Some
link is given to do some test on Internet. They are not under our control and may become broken.
Usually a Google search can help trace them.Enjoy the book and your games.Rodolfo Pardi,
librarian, arbiter and instructor of Italian Chess FederationBack to the initial Table of
ContentsPreliminary exercisesOn an empty chessboard (it could be the above diagram on your
Kindle), put a Knight on a1. Move the Knight to go to b1.An additional example in the following
page.Now, bringing back the Knight to a1 each time, go to all the squares, counterclockwise and
spiral wise. That is a1 b1, a1 c1, a1 d1, reaching all external square up to a1 a3, a1 a2. Next all
internal squares: a1 b2, a1 c2, and so on till you covered all the squares, up to the central
squares.Do not try to find all the possible ways to reach a square, one is enough.Note your
TIME, using the features of your Kindle to create a note, for comparison next time. You should
aim to do the complete tour in less than three minutes.Next, put on the board four Black's pawns
as shown, which forbid access to 8 threatened squares. Do again the Knight's tour, avoiding
landing on the squares where you would be captured (and also avoid capturing a pawn, like a
student did).Note your TIME. Examples in the following page.In the last example, it might help to
know that you must reach h3 before g1.If you feel like, try blind, without a board, a CM is able to
do that.Color of squaresNow put the board aside, and try to guess the color of squares.In the
past, you cut 64 cardboards, like a deck of playing cards, identifying one side with the
coordinate and the other side with the color. Shuffle, take card, name the color, and turn to
verify.Nowadays an Internet site is proposing the exercise also noting the time: https://
www.chessvideos.tv/chess-visualizer-square-colors.phpAnother: http://chessagora.com/
squarequiz. You have 60 seconds to guess correctly the color of as many squares as you
can.Chess Visualizationfor innocent soulsbyRodolfo PardiGatteriaMilano ITChess
Visualizationfor innocent soulsbyRodolfo PardiGatteriaMilano ITAfoot and light-hearted I take to



the open roadHealthy, free, the world before me.Not I not anyone else, can travel that road for
you,You must travel it for yourself.Walt WhitmanThis book is not for the faint of heart, it's for the
brave who are willing to explore the unknown territory of their mind!Afoot and light-hearted I take
to the open roadHealthy, free, the world before me.Not I not anyone else, can travel that road for
you,You must travel it for yourself.Walt WhitmanThis book is not for the faint of heart, it's for the
brave who are willing to explore the unknown territory of their mind!AuthorTitle: Chess
VisualizationAuthor text: Rodolfo PardiAuthor illustrations: Evelyne NicodPublisher: Gatteria
www.gatteria.it1st Italian edition : Oct 10, 20121st English edition : May 15, 2014. rev 1g
January 2021Copyright: text © Rodolfo Pardi 2012illustrations © Evelyne Nicod 2003All Rights
reserved. No part of the contents of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, electrostatic, magnetic tape, photocopying,
recording or otherwise, without prior permission of the publisher.AuthorTitle: Chess
VisualizationAuthor text: Rodolfo PardiAuthor illustrations: Evelyne NicodPublisher: Gatteria
www.gatteria.it1st Italian edition : Oct 10, 20121st English edition : May 15, 2014. rev 1g
January 2021ISBN 978-88-87709-....Copyright: text © Rodolfo Pardi 2012illustrations ©
Evelyne Nicod 2003All Rights reserved. No part of the contents of this book may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, electrostatic,
magnetic tape, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior permission of the
publisher.Table of contentsFrontispieceForewordPreliminary exercisesColor of
squaresEvaluation testKnight jumpsTrainingBlindfoldWith
chessboardMemorizationConclusionAddendaSuggested readingsSymbolsDefinitionsEndTable
of contentsFrontispieceForewordPreliminary exercisesColor of squaresEvaluation testKnight
jumpsTrainingBlindfoldWith chessboardMemorizationConclusionAddendaSuggested
readingsSymbolsDefinitionsEndForewordWarning: this book is very boring, it is not a leisure
book to simply read, but it contains a series of exercises that must be done in the sequence
shown.Therefore, the sales are very low since the first Italian edition in October 2012. It also
contains some minor grammar errors of which I apologize.According to Ebook Library rules it's
not possible to give it for free, as suggested by many "how to" manuals when sales are low, but
you could risk your buck for sheer curiosity, and then get easy a refund.Are you able to see
blindfold the path of a Knight located in b2 to check opponent's King in d4 without passing
through the squares where it could be captured by the King?Are you able to replay the game you
just played without looking at your score sheet?A Candidate Master does that immediately, an
expert can do it slowly, most intermediate players have great difficulties, a novice does not see
anything.Knowledge and skill are not synonymous, even if the first is usually an assumption to
the second, but is not enough: if you still leave (or even put) a piece en prise, a 101st book
beside the 100 you already have will not be very useful.There's no limit to what's available to a
Chess student today, you can find more than 500 Gbytes of books, in PDF or even Chessbase
format, programs, hundreds of instruction movies, a jungle where the Chess student can go
astray.A large choice of chess books is available, each proposing some hundreds of sequences,



and when you have finished reading them, maybe you will recall three or four which struck your
imagination: and over the board you will recall that in a similar position there's a winning
sequence, but it does not come back to your mind. As when visiting an important Museum, at
the end of your visit your mind will be confused, and you will remember just a couple of
masterpieces.Some book proposes visualization exercises without a board, some book is very
easy, some is very difficult. In both cases probably you quit soon, for tedium and
boredom.Actually a correlation exists between vision and skill. The skilled player sees more and
better. I remember that in the first tournament, analyzing the game with a stronger opponent,
while I had problems in following the score sheet, he went on move after move without looking at
his score sheet. And I already had lost some time in writing the moves, and some time wrong, so
to make it difficult to replay the game. Does this look familiar to you?Instead of proposing
hundreds of quizzes, or of trying to have you reconstruct a position seen for a short time (I have
seen a lesson where the poor student was not able to do that, while the merciless teacher did
not proceed with the lesson), I will propose a progression starting from a few exercises on a real
board, using a Knight; then color of squares; then the squares threatened in the opening by
Knights and Bishops; some test moving a piece on an empty board; other tests where you are
asked how would you move after a short initial sequence; proceeding with more difficult tasks,
up to the limit of the ambitious target to play blindfold. For this latter I did not find a working
method, if you do please let me know.The question is in one page and the answer in the
following.This book is aimed to intermediate players up to class B, useful to experts only if the
initial easy chapters are skipped.In a book by Cancellieri, 1815, he quotes Girolamo Saccheri
who was able to play three games blindfold, winning, and then replay all the games, quoting that
this game cannot be well played without skill and memory.Two century ago this was a great
success, later somebody was able to play dozens of game blindfold.To do the following
exercises before a tournament, means to train like a pianist doing scales before a concert.Some
link is given to do some test on Internet. They are not under our control and may become broken.
Usually a Google search can help trace them.Enjoy the book and your games.Rodolfo Pardi,
librarian, arbiter and instructor of Italian Chess FederationForewordWarning: this book is very
boring, it is not a leisure book to simply read, but it contains a series of exercises that must be
done in the sequence shown.Therefore, the sales are very low since the first Italian edition in
October 2012. It also contains some minor grammar errors of which I apologize.According to
Ebook Library rules it's not possible to give it for free, as suggested by many "how to" manuals
when sales are low, but you could risk your buck for sheer curiosity, and then get easy a
refund.Are you able to see blindfold the path of a Knight located in b2 to check opponent's King
in d4 without passing through the squares where it could be captured by the King?Are you able
to replay the game you just played without looking at your score sheet?A Candidate Master
does that immediately, an expert can do it slowly, most intermediate players have great
difficulties, a novice does not see anything.Knowledge and skill are not synonymous, even if the
first is usually an assumption to the second, but is not enough: if you still leave (or even put) a



piece en prise, a 101st book beside the 100 you already have will not be very useful.There's no
limit to what's available to a Chess student today, you can find more than 500 Gbytes of books,
in PDF or even Chessbase format, programs, hundreds of instruction movies, a jungle where the
Chess student can go astray.A large choice of chess books is available, each proposing some
hundreds of sequences, and when you have finished reading them, maybe you will recall three
or four which struck your imagination: and over the board you will recall that in a similar position
there's a winning sequence, but it does not come back to your mind. As when visiting an
important Museum, at the end of your visit your mind will be confused, and you will remember
just a couple of masterpieces.Some book proposes visualization exercises without a board,
some book is very easy, some is very difficult. In both cases probably you quit soon, for tedium
and boredom.Actually a correlation exists between vision and skill. The skilled player sees more
and better. I remember that in the first tournament, analyzing the game with a stronger
opponent, while I had problems in following the score sheet, he went on move after move
without looking at his score sheet. And I already had lost some time in writing the moves, and
some time wrong, so to make it difficult to replay the game. Does this look familiar to you?
Instead of proposing hundreds of quizzes, or of trying to have you reconstruct a position seen for
a short time (I have seen a lesson where the poor student was not able to do that, while the
merciless teacher did not proceed with the lesson), I will propose a progression starting from a
few exercises on a real board, using a Knight; then color of squares; then the squares threatened
in the opening by Knights and Bishops; some test moving a piece on an empty board; other tests
where you are asked how would you move after a short initial sequence; proceeding with more
difficult tasks, up to the limit of the ambitious target to play blindfold. For this latter I did not find a
working method, if you do please let me know.The question is in one page and the answer in the
following.This book is aimed to intermediate players up to class B, useful to experts only if the
initial easy chapters are skipped.In a book by Cancellieri, 1815, he quotes Girolamo Saccheri
who was able to play three games blindfold, winning, and then replay all the games, quoting that
this game cannot be well played without skill and memory.Two century ago this was a great
success, later somebody was able to play dozens of game blindfold.To do the following
exercises before a tournament, means to train like a pianist doing scales before a concert.Some
link is given to do some test on Internet. They are not under our control and may become broken.
Usually a Google search can help trace them.Enjoy the book and your games.Rodolfo Pardi,
librarian, arbiter and instructor of Italian Chess FederationBack to the initial Table of
ContentsBack to the initial Table of ContentsPreliminary exercisesOn an empty chessboard (it
could be the above diagram on your Kindle), put a Knight on a1. Move the Knight to go to b1.An
additional example in the following page.Preliminary exercisesOn an empty chessboard (it could
be the above diagram on your Kindle), put a Knight on a1. Move the Knight to go to b1.An
additional example in the following page.Now, bringing back the Knight to a1 each time, go to all
the squares, counterclockwise and spiral wise. That is a1 b1, a1 c1, a1 d1, reaching all external
square up to a1 a3, a1 a2. Next all internal squares: a1 b2, a1 c2, and so on till you covered all



the squares, up to the central squares.Do not try to find all the possible ways to reach a square,
one is enough.Note your TIME, using the features of your Kindle to create a note, for
comparison next time. You should aim to do the complete tour in less than three minutes.Now,
bringing back the Knight to a1 each time, go to all the squares, counterclockwise and spiral
wise. That is a1 b1, a1 c1, a1 d1, reaching all external square up to a1 a3, a1 a2. Next all internal
squares: a1 b2, a1 c2, and so on till you covered all the squares, up to the central squares.Do
not try to find all the possible ways to reach a square, one is enough.Note your TIME, using the
features of your Kindle to create a note, for comparison next time. You should aim to do the
complete tour in less than three minutes.Next, put on the board four Black's pawns as shown,
which forbid access to 8 threatened squares. Do again the Knight's tour, avoiding landing on the
squares where you would be captured (and also avoid capturing a pawn, like a student did).Note
your TIME. Examples in the following page.In the last example, it might help to know that you
must reach h3 before g1.If you feel like, try blind, without a board, a CM is able to do that.Next,
put on the board four Black's pawns as shown, which forbid access to 8 threatened squares. Do
again the Knight's tour, avoiding landing on the squares where you would be captured (and also
avoid capturing a pawn, like a student did).Note your TIME. Examples in the following page.In
the last example, it might help to know that you must reach h3 before g1.If you feel like, try blind,
without a board, a CM is able to do that.Color of squaresNow put the board aside, and try to
guess the color of squares.In the past, you cut 64 cardboards, like a deck of playing cards,
identifying one side with the coordinate and the other side with the color. Shuffle, take card,
name the color, and turn to verify.Nowadays an Internet site is proposing the exercise also noting
the time: https://www.chessvideos.tv/chess-visualizer-square-colors.phpAnother: http://
chessagora.com/squarequiz. You have 60 seconds to guess correctly the color of as many
squares as you can.Color of squaresNow put the board aside, and try to guess the color of
squares.In the past, you cut 64 cardboards, like a deck of playing cards, identifying one side with
the coordinate and the other side with the color. Shuffle, take card, name the color, and turn to
verify.Nowadays an Internet site is proposing the exercise also noting the time: https://
www.chessvideos.tv/chess-visualizer-square-colors.phpAnother: http://chessagora.com/
squarequiz. You have 60 seconds to guess correctly the color of as many squares as you can.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Useful, mostly for aspirant Masters. Mental exercises intended for
players below expert level.Written on the basis that visualization improves knowledge and
skill.Interesting. Why only four stars? Because can have appeal only for a sub-set of the amateur
players.However, at this price it is worth buying, in order to see if you like it.”

Murrel, “An excellent introduction to chess visualization that any player rated under .... An
excellent introduction to chess visualization that any player rated under 2000 should use.
Explanations, examples and tests are plentiful in the book. It covers familiarizations with
squares, lines of attack and even Knight paths. There is also a section on learning to play
blindfold chess. Visualization isn't easy to master in any circumstance, but this book offers
important steps you can take to improve your abilities. Highly recommended as a learning tool.”

CascadeMike, “This is an excellent book for the improving player. This is an excellent book for
the improving player. The author recommends if for class B or under. The book presents a series
of exercises designed to help you learn to visualize the board and look ahead. Something all of
us club players need to work on.”

Good Book, “Refreshing little book.. This is not your average chess book. Its unique because
there are few chess books that I know of that teach visualization in chess.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Clever !!!”

EJA, “A MUST HAVE chess book.. This is truly and excellent chess book. I've played chess for
half-a-century (peak ELO = 2050) and have also collected chess books from the beginning. I
have seen a lot of them!I concluded long ago visualization is the core skill for playing chess. To a
large extent brain wiring; either you have it or you don't. But this book will definitely help you get
the maximum available to you. Without visualization there is no calculation. Without calculation
there is no pattern recognition. Without pattern recognition there is no tactics. We all know 'chess
is 99% tactics' (Teichmann).Personally, I think the calculation and pattern recognition puzzle
books are nearly worthless.There are dozens of them - but "Where are the grandmasters?I
recommend this book highly to players below 2200 and especially to those below 2000.The only
other true book on chess visualization is Buckley's Practical Chess Analysis; also a worthy tome.”

Mr Milford-Haven, “An alternative approach to the subject. Indeed, a novel and amusing
approach to what can be a difficult subject to handle.Mr. Pardi has done a great job at
underlining the fact that it is no easy task to master visualisation.There are no shortcuts, he
says.A word on the translation of this book.This is a book that was initially written in
Italian.Thankfully, because of my Italian origin, I was able to translate back into Italian the turn of



Phrases that appear to be jarring or difficult to understand in its English translation.This is a
shame as Mr. Pardi has been doing himself a disservice by not having found a person with
translation skills.Like I have said before, this is a novel and amusing approach to a subject that is
hard to get a grasp on.I truly believe that a wider audience would benefit from this and his other
books.How much I will improve my chess visualisation remains to be seen, but I am enjoying his
witty approach and that puts me at my ease.”

Tirabuzón, “Tema poco tratado. Es un tema que en la literatura ajedrecística se toca poco. La
visualización del tablero, el color de las casillas, movimientos de piezas, etc. Todo esto son
cosas fundamentales que mejoran la capacidad de cálculo y la memora de trabajo. Este libro es
una introducción a este tema, da muchos consejos para la práctica y se nota mejora. Vale más
una hora de práctica de visualización sin tablero que cuatro horas de aprendizaje de aperturas.
Lógicamente, quien sea capaz de jugar muy bien a la ciega puede prescindir de este libro.”

Luis, “Gimnasia para el cerebro. Gimnasia para el cerebro que ayuda a leer mejor el tablero en
toda circunstancia, no sólo si se quiere jugar blindfold.Está muy bien porque empieza con
ejercicios muy básicos, que ayudan a coger la mecánica.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Definitely helps develop one of the most important skills in .... Definitely
helps develop one of the most important skills in chess, the start of a journey of improvement in
visualization and calculation.”

The book by Bent Larsen has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 20 people have provided feedback.
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